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Skyrim konahrik s accoutrements armor

DUNGEON - Revakheim is currently located on a mountain west of Windhelm, between the Anga Mill and Fort Kastav. - Documented quests called Conahrik in Accoutrements - Revakheim and Revakheim (in the past) have been expanded. - Dragon Priest Rematch has been moved to a secret camera in Revakheim. ARMOR - All booking statistics are recalculated. - Unique Dragon Priest Gauntlets and
Boots are now cursed and have unique charms. - Konahrik's clothes, gloves and boots have new charms - Crafted armor is now tiered - Glass armor has a new texture - mask hoods and armored clothing have a new model to match the clothes better - Silver armor has a new rise that protects against undead damage. - Rob's unique clothes all have 0 armor now, except for Konahrik's Robes MAGIC - The
Abyuratia Scrolls are now shell-like spells that remove the dragon priest curse and seriously damage the dragon priests. CRAFTING - Dragonskin Parchment is now a dragonhide, and can be made from either dragon scales or dragon heartscales. - Abyteration scrolls no longer require Arcane Blacksmith recess and are now made on a tanning rack. MISC - The Forge of the Dragon Book has a unique
texture - the book has been rewritten for accompanying changes. FIXES -Glass Plated Robes are now classified as light armor, instead of heavy DRAGONBORN ADD-ON DUNGEON New apocryphal resurrection zone Dragon Priest Armor - New Stalhrim texture - New Miraak heavy gaulet model (like Konahrik's) - New Heart Stone perk - Recalculated all armor stats. CRAFTING - The Miraak kit requires
Ebony and Daedra Hearts for making and temperament - Unenchanted Destruction Poles are currently craftable at Dragon Forge - Ahzidal, Dukaan, and the armor of zahkrios requires Daedric Smithing to praise. HOTFIXES Robs can no longer be taken while portcullis is closed. Moonstone Mask women's textures are fixed. Room seams in Revakheim are no longer visible. Silver armor delights now
includes ghosts, werewolves, and in DB Add-On, were carriers. New Dungeon - Revakheim Mini quest to find the lost Dragon Forge 9 New created sets recycled many shaders for all armor. The improved usefulness of the Abjouration Scrolls (disease treatment and new blessing) of Moroccan clothing now makes you glow at night. Dragonborn Add-On and Dragon Priests, Advanced have their own pages
now. - Major module changes - The new armored gowns model Armor: Gloves and boots just under the dragon quality Fabric Robes have a minimum armor rating, but still working with The Magician ArmorEd Robs are daedric the quality of the Dragon Worship kit perk has been renamed and is currently only provided for matching sets (no more mixing and matching) fixed by Konahrik Gauntlets error . :
Gloves and boots just under the dragon Fabric Robes have a minimum armor rating, but still work with Mag Armor armored garments are Daedric Daedric The Shcism set of privilege has been divided into three perks, each specializing in one element of destruction. Miraak Gear upgraded Upgraded Equipment is improvable on the work bench heavy and lightweight Miraak set New Miraak set, Dovahcryid
and Dragon Priests, Improved Changes - Dragon Priests, in most dragon priests, so they are resistant to only one element. (I). Reducing the boot size by almost 30% The unique color of Krosis is now olive green Dragon Priests are being uncapped (lvl 50 - 100) New loading Texture (back) New features: Modules - promote greater compatibility and The selection of Misc Dragon Priest Loot Craftable Scrolls
Abyaration Dragon Priest Revenge Vokun set now Purple Fixes Main ESP does not change dragon priests or masks in any can non-respawning scrolls quest aliases so they do not disappear, When their cells restart. Consolidated download files and added fomod for a simpler installation. Fixed shape error on Konahrik Krosis's chest (npc) is a little faster Fixed typo on the Morokei load screen Increase
schism extolling the magnitude of the Mad DB patch, instead of the standalone mod-calibrated dragon priests who will beat the adept difficulty at level 24 abbreviated some of the longer descriptions of armor DB kits have a new extolling Of Advanced Hevnoraak, Volsung, and Vokun meets the Unique Headquarters of Hevnoraak (apearance and effect) Recipes for armored robes (Cursed ---gt;scroll---);
Fabric ---gt;Kraft-gt; Armored) Custom Abhuratia Scroll Texture 11 New screens boot Konah gloves fixed with new charms Better optimized fixed bump/normal card scenarios on clothes and hoods got rid of DP moustache so they're poking a clip with masks Alternative textures by default again , Legacy (brown) textures are in the additional files Gear Konah Rob Konah gloves are not limited (they can go
beyond lvl 100 with the right mod) and scale all skills, not every skill upgrade. Konah Robes Unenchanted - The fixed Krosis of Robs dodge the chance is delightful when you are in a hurry. Stacks with basic charm and deft coo movement. Hevnoraak Robes exchanged HP for HP regen and reflect the damage is now at 5%. Morokei night timer coincides with the time of the lunar forge arms (9pm to 5am)
Vokun no longer provides the extra health (as intended) Dragon priests: DP now have the same (or similar) enchantment as their clothes. They're tougher. Graphic: Robe Alpha Channel better (at the waist and/or belt) hood mesh have been changed so they will fit the shape of the garment better. Misc: I have restructured the data files (not .. bsa anymore) Alternative color schemes are now downloaded
and manually installed separetley Mod Each charm has been redesigned to be more useful, powerful, fun and balanced. All values (armor, price, price, Etc.) have been tweaked and balanced (using math and common sense) removes armor options, only armor, which is the same classification as its mask can be obtained. The robes are armored around the quality of dawnguard armor (as they are a mixture
of daedric and fabric) added new textures to the robes and gloves. New grids to resolve the belt artifact. Rebuilt DB content, cleaned esp's full, tweaked armor values, checked all the keywords. Dragonborn DLC content includes new textures, grids and scripts. Fixed Water Enchantment Cleared Esp Lists Added new textures Reorganized file catalogs tweaked by Charms, one new charm that levels with
player Balanced default gears, enchants, and prices, to fit into the vanilla game Heavy, Light, unarmored, and unenchanted variants of all set elements are now available through the console Added additional enchantment to Konahric's gloves and Boots Altered Item Descriptions changed the price of the Scroll Of Capital overhaul of all armor Ratings and charms for Dragon Priest sets Added new scroll
spells and cursed alternative garments Added boots in all sets have added more textures including first-person weapons and changes for named Dragon Priests Redirected texture files and cleared the ESP file modified cry timer on the size of Konahrik's Robes charm to 20% SKYRE Patch - an altered cry timer on Enahrik's Robes enchantment of up to 20% , and Morokei Materials is basically a file. SKYRE
Patch - changed cry timer values up to 20%. Removed Dragon Priest Chest and added clothes and gloves for Dragon Priests SKYRE patch - Altered armor values and material keywords to match mask edits, and work with Reproccer New Content: Unique hevnoraak staff (apearance and effect) Recipes for armored robes (cursed - Volsung, and Vokun faces Custom Abyuratia Scroll Texture 11 New
Screens Boot Fixes: Konah Gloves Fixed With New Charms Better Optimized Scenarios Fixed Bump/Normal Cards on Gowns and Hoods Got From USA DP So They Used to Clip With Masks Added Dragon Priests Robes and Changed Breasts in Bromjunaar Sanctuary (Big Empty) As you join the ranks of mysterious chronographs in this fully voiced DLC-sized fashion quest that adds over 10 new quests,
a few new armor and weapons, sprawling dungeons, unique boss fights, and more! videogame_asset My Games When Logged, you can choose up to 12 games that will be displayed as favorites in this menu. Sign in to see a list of your favorite games. View all games (1,113) Page 2 Return to Sotha Sil and enter the unfamiliar side of TES knowledge as you join the ranks Chronographs in this fully voiced
DLC-sized fashion quest that adds more than 10 new quests, several new armor and weapons, sprawling dungeons, unique boss boss And more! More!
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